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GRAMMAR and VOCABULARY

AT NO TIME - En ningún momento / para nada
used for emphasizing that you did not do something or that it did not happen
At no time did I feel they were being unreasonable.
AT THAT TIME - A esa hora
At that time of night, there was no traffic on the roads.
AT THAT TIME - En aquella época
at that time is also used to talk about a time in the historic past:
In Celtic Ireland women were allowed to own property, which was unusual at that time.
AT THE TIME - en ese momento / en aquel entonces
at the time is used about a particular occasion:
I didn't have any money on me at the time.
At the time, I didn't fully understand what she meant, but I caught on later.
AT THE TIME OF (something) - En el momento de …
She was three months pregnant at the time of Stephen's death.
AT THE TIME WHEN - por la época en que AT A TIME WHEN – en la época en que
At the time when this scheme was introduced, it was recognised that there might be problems.
It was introduced into English at a time when many people were criticizing the use of…
AT ANY TIME - en cualquier momento
You can call me for help at any time.
I like my desk to face the door, because I know my boss may walk in at any time.
FOR THE TIME BEING / FOR THE MOMENT / FOR NOW - de momento
for a short time, until a situation changes
My car fell apart so I'm using my bicycle for the time being.
There’s enough fuel to keep us going for now.
Well, I think we're OK for the moment.
AT THIS TIME - En estos momentos
used for talking about what exists now, usually when it may be different in the future
We have no more information available at this time.
AT ONE TIME - En el pasado
in the past, but not now
At one time, that kind of thing would have made me really angry.
At one time she wanted to be a nurse, but the thought of working at night put her off.
AT TIMES - A veces
sometimes, but not often
She was fun to be with at times.
She has an authoritative manner that at times is almost arrogant.
HALF THE TIME – La mayor parte del tiempo
used for talking about things that happen fairly often
Half the time the students are not even listening to you.

